1 Introduction
==============

Structural motif finding in RNA is a growing branch in the field of computational biology, especially given the rise of new experimental techniques capable of probing structural contexts at single nucleotide resolution ([@btx704-B10]; [@btx704-B17]), which in turn allows for more accurate secondary structure predictions ([@btx704-B9]). The question that is usually addressed by looking for structural motifs revolves around finding structural determinants associated to specific functions (e.g. protein interaction specificity, main actor of certain interactions or behaviours), for example the determinant of Staufen-RNA specificity ([@btx704-B7]). In this sense, data coming from high-throughput *in vivo* experiments such as HITS-CLIP, PAR-CLIP, iCLIP or eCLIP provide a perfect playground, for they are often composed by a large number of molecules (up to 50k RNAs, or even more) with a shared binding ability. Current structural motif finders cannot work over low input size thresholds (i.e. 1000 molecules is a hard limit for most) and, to our knowledge, only our method BEAM ([@btx704-B13]), and the most recent SMARTIV ([@btx704-B14]), can tackle these large inputs. Ours is, however, the only web server that can both discover motifs in large windows (e.g. downstream or upstream a binding site or along a 500 nt RNA) and with tens of thousands of molecules.

2 Materials and methods
=======================

We extended BEAM, for which the user must provide pre-computed RNA secondary structures converted in BEAR notation through a separate encoding software ([@btx704-B11]), by letting users upload a standard FASTA format file containing only the RNA sequences. In this case users can choose one out of two possible structural prediction methods: RNAfold from the Vienna Package ([@btx704-B6]) or MaxExpect from RNAstructure ([@btx704-B16]). Then, from the dot-bracket notation, RNA structures will be automatically converted into the BEAR encoding. Users can also directly upload a file containing RNA sequences in FASTA format containing the corresponding secondary structure prediction in dot-bracket or in BEAR notation. The same data can be also pasted in a text-area. The users can also upload a background dataset for computing the motif significance; alternatively, the server provides automatic background generation by using RNA sequences from Rfam seed data with a filter that guarantees similar length and amount of structural content with respect to the input ([@btx704-B12]).

Another available feature is the possibility to upload a BED file, which is the most common output format for CLIP-Seq analysis tools: the webserver will manage all the needed processing steps (namely: extension of the intervals, intersection with a feature file to extract only specific genomic regions, sequence retrieval, secondary structure prediction and motif discovery).

In the output page, a table is provided containing all the RNA structure motifs identified. This table shows the following information, for each identified motif: a WebLogo ([@btx704-B4]) picture in qBEAR alphabet ([@btx704-B13]), statistic values (such as *P*-value, coverage, BEAM score etc.), a histogram of the motif position distribution with respect to the 5′ of each RNA, and the motif model structure picture obtained using VARNA ([@btx704-B5]). It is also possible to expand the motif results by listing all sequences with a graphic illustration of the motif position relative to the sequence length, along with the dot-bracket and sequence alignments. This representation of a structural motif provides researchers with an overview of how sub-structures could be involved in the function shared by all, or a subset, of the input RNAs, such as protein--RNA or RNA--RNA interactions.

3 Results
=========

For large datasets the application was tested, along with about a hundred unique datasets, with CLIP-Seq data for SLBP ([@btx704-B19]) (stem-loop binding protein)-interacting RNAs (GSE62154), LIN28A ([@btx704-B3]; [@btx704-B18]) targets and the other DoRiNA ([@btx704-B1]) datasets, for which all the significant motifs retrieved were presented in the original work ([@btx704-B13]). In some datasets, we analysed more than 35K RNA sequences in a single run. In particular SLBP has been known to interact with dsRNA ([@btx704-B2]; [@btx704-B8]; [@btx704-B19]), and the accurate structural context ([Fig. 1](#btx704-F1){ref-type="fig"}) can be retrieved with little effort. The server has been tested on datasets of up to 100k RNAs and up to 5 motifs per dataset, and the computational time is similar to that of the BEAM standalone version, as the post analyses take negligible time to compute. The only consistent time added is the time taken by the secondary structure prediction and eventually the genomic interval pre-processing by means of BEDtools ([@btx704-B15]), if used. Current limitations and associated graphs are reported in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and in the online documentation.

![SLBP putative interaction motif. On the left, a logo describing the identified structural motif is shown in qBEAR notation, in which A stands for medium size stem of a hairpin, and X for a short size terminal loop. On the right, an instance of the motif secondary structure is shown](btx704f1){#btx704-F1}

4 Conclusion
============

The BEAM web server is a web application that allows the analyses of RNA datasets in search of secondary structure motifs. It can work with tens of thousands of molecules (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more information) with a length up to 2000 nt (if folding predictors are used, different limits are applied, see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Therefore, this is the only tool that can tackle the task of structural motif discovery of big datasets (such as CLIP-Seq) along their full length.

Moreover, our framework enables researchers to access the tool without additional scripting thanks to the automation provided by the web server. For advanced users, this resource is a fast test ground for BEAM and a precious time saver for downstream analysis.
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